K-12

1. Check-in
2. SCANA
3. CEC Prospective Student Tours
4. Theta Tau professional engineering fraternity
5. Gamecock FIRSTers
6. Aerospace Engineering
7. Women in Computing
8. Computer Game Demonstration
9. ACM Fix-IT
10. HKN - Electrical and Computer Engineering Honor Society

Outside
0. Engineers Without Borders
01. HKN - Electrical and Computer Engineering Honor Society
02. Engineers Without Borders
03. Pi Tau Sigma
04. Theta Tau professional engineering fraternity
05. Rockets Demonstration - Pi Tau Sigma
06. Cornstarch Pool - The American Institute of Chemical Engineers

300 Main Street
27. American Society of Heating, Refrigerating & Air Conditioning Engineers
28. Center for Predictive Maintenance (A139B)
29. ITE Student Chapter
30. Society of Women Engineers
31. Why Dams Fail
32. Edible Landfills
33. SDII Maze Game
34. Carolina Rail Club/AREMA
35. Lego Challenge - ASCE
36. Society of Manufacturing Engineers
37. Structures and Water Lab Tours
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